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Math 
Problems

Number 
Problems

The difference of a number and six is 13. Find 
the number.

Geometry
Problems

Find the circumference of a circular disk 
whose area is 100 π square centimeters.

Concept
Problems

Five dollars and 20 cents equal to how many 
cents?

Symbol
Problems x&y = (x^2 + y^2) – (x + y). Evaluate 3&2

Story
Problems

A car travels from city A to city B. It travels for 6 hours on the first day, with 
a speed of 65 kilometers an hour. On the second day, it travels (1/3) of the 
distance he travels the first day.Then it arrives. What is the distance between 
city A and city B?



Algebra Story Problems

● Describe a real-world situation
● Inquire about an unknown attribute in the situation
● The problem has a story-line consisting of characters, objects, and actions. (Definitions by [1])

An Exemplar Problem: A car travels from city A to city B. It travels for 6 hours on the first 
day, with a speed of 65 kilometers an hour. On the second day, it travels (1/3) of the distance 
he travels the first day.Then it arrives. What is the distance between city A and city B?

Although algebra story problems are distinguished, related works often mix algebra story problems with other types of 
problems into one whole task.

[1] Mitchell J. Nathan , Walter Kintsch & Emilie Young. A Theory of Algebra-Word-Problem Comprehension and Its Implications for the Design of Learning 
Environments. 

https://www.tandfonline.com/author/Nathan%2C+Mitchell+J
https://www.tandfonline.com/author/Kintsch%2C+Walter
https://www.tandfonline.com/author/Young%2C+Emilie


Neural Networks for Math Word Problems

Lack of generalization ability. These neural solvers 
usually fail in scenarios that are more sophisticated 
than those in training.



Neural Networks for Math Word Problems

Lack of interpretability. The annotated expressions 
(as well as the expressions generated by neural 
networks) are hard to interpret without the 
intermediate problem-solving process.



Dataset: ASP6.6k
We curate a dataset from Math23K[2] following the criterion of [1,3]. We obtain a dataset 
of ASP6.6k 6666 problems spanning from 4 typical types of algebra story problems: 
motion, price, relation and task completion.

[2]Yan Wang and Xiaojiang Liu and Shuming Shi, Deep Neural Solver for Math Word Problems. 2017
[3]Mayer, Richard E, Frequency norms and structural analysis of algebra story problems into families, categories, and templates. 1981



Situation Model
Definition: The situation model is frequently used in psychology and cognitive science for algebra story problem solving. The 
situation model[4] is used to represent agents, actions, and events when humans solve algebra story problems [5,6,7,8,9]. It is believed 
that problem-solving techniques, such as mathematics and logic, are applied to the situation model instead of the problem text. The 
situation model often interacts with a math conceptual model, which in turn embeds relations in the situation model.

[4]van Dijk, T. A. and  Kintsch, W, Strategies of discourse comprehension. 1983
[5]Reusser1990FromTT, From text to situation to equation: cognitive simulation of understanding and solving mathematical word problems. 1990
[6]Greeno, J. G., Situation models, mental models, and generative knowledge,.1989
[7]Nathan, M. J. and Young, E, Thinking situationally: Results with an unintelligent tutor for word algebra problems. 1991
[8]Daniele Coquin-Viennot and S. Moreau Arithmetic problems at school: when there is an apparent contradiction between the situation model and the 
problem model, 2007 
[9]D. Leiss and S. Schukajlow and W. Blum and R. Messner and R. Pekrun, The Role of the Situation Model in Mathematical Modelling—Task 
Analyses, Student Competencies, and Teacher Interventions. 2010



SMART: Situation Model implemented by Attributed Grammar 



Attributed Grammar



Grammar Parsing



Grammar Parsing

Attributes Extraction: BERT-base NER

Nodes Extraction & Relation Span Extraction: BERT-base Nested NER 



Grammar Parsing
Relation Translation: Seq2seq

Example Inputs & Outputs for Seq2seq Model:



Initial Supervision

It’s time-consuming to annotate all the graphs. Therefore, we propose a rule-based initial 
parser to provide some pseudo annotations.



Initial Supervision
Attribute Extraction:

Node Extraction:

Based on Dependency Parsing, Pos Tagging and Regular Expressions.



Initial Supervision

Relation Extraction as First Order Logic: 

● Variables:  a node v.
● Functions:  Rate(v), Amount(v), Total(v). Sum(Total(vi), Total(vj)); Left(Total(S), Total(vi), 

Total(vj)).
● Predicates: Equal(F(vi),F(vj)); More_than(F(vi),F(vj),n);Less_than(F(vi),F(vj),n); 

Times_of(F(vi),F(vj),n)



Problem Solving

● The goal of a problem is usually an interrogative word extracted by NER (e.g., how 
many). It can be in an attribute or in REL. We transform the interrogative word into 
an unknown in the equation.

e.g., What is the speed of car A -> Goal: y1

How much greater is car A’s speed than car B’s speed? -> More_than(Rate(CarA), Rate(Car, B),n) -> Goal: n

● Use SymPy to solve the equations.



Iterative Learning



SMART: Situation Model implemented by Attributed Grammar 



Experiment

● Dataset: curated ASP 6.6k. 80/20 train/test split.
● Models:

○ MathEN[10]
○ Group-ATT[11]
○ GTS[12]
○ Graph2Tree[13]

[10] Translating a Math Word Problem to a Expression Tree. Lei Wang, Yan Wang, Deng Cai, Dongxiang Zhang and  Xiaojiang Liu.
[11] Template-Based Math Word Problem Solvers with Recursive Neural Networks. Lei Wang, Dongxiang Zhang, Jipeng Zhang, Xing Xu, Lianli Gao, Bing Tian 
Dai and Heng Tao Shen.
[12] Goal-Driven Tree-Structured Neural Model for Math Word Problems. Zhipeng Xie and Shichao Sun.

[13] Graph-to-Tree Learning for Solving Math Word Problems. Jipeng Zhang, Lei Wang, Roy Ka-Wei Lee, Yi Bin, Yan Wang, Jie Shao and Ee-Peng Lim.

https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/D18-1132.pdf
https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/people/l/lei-wang/
https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/people/y/yan-wang/
https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/people/d/deng-cai/
https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/people/d/dongxiang-zhang/
https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/people/x/xiaojiang-liu/
https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/2020.acl-main.362.pdf
https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/people/j/jipeng-zhang/
https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/people/l/lei-wang/
https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/people/r/roy-ka-wei-lee/
https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/people/y/yi-bin/
https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/people/y/yan-wang/
https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/people/j/jie-shao/
https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/people/e/ee-peng-lim/


Experimental Result



Qualitative Study



Conclusions

● We distinguish story problems from other types of math problems, and demonstrate 
why algebra story problems need to be studies alone.

● We introduce the cognitive concept of situation model, and propose a model based on 
attributed grammar to implement situation model.

● Our model achieves better interpretability and generalization ability than neural 
models. 



You are welcomed to visit our website:
https://evelinehong.github.io/smart-site/

https://evelinehong.github.io/smart-site/%5C

